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Abstract

Introduction: It is well established that individuals exposed to alcohol in utero

have reduced cortical grey matter volumes. However, the candidate determi-

nants of these reductions, cortical thickness (CT) and surface area (SA), have

not been investigated exclusively in alcohol-related neurodevelopmental disor-

der (ARND), the most prevalent fetal alcohol spectrum disorder subgroup that

lacks the characteristic facial dysmorphology. Methods: T1-weighted magnetic

resonance imaging scans were obtained from 88 participants (8–16 years), 36

diagnosed with ARND and 52 typically developing controls. Scans were submit-

ted to the CIVET pipeline (version 1.1.10). Deformable models were used to

construct the inner white matter surfaces and pial surfaces from which CT and

SA measures were derived. Group differences in cortical volume, CT, and SA

were computed using a general linear model covaried for age, sex, and handed-

ness. Results: Global cortical volume reductions in ARND did not reflect CT,

which did not differ between groups. Instead, volume decreases were consistent

with global SA reductions in bilateral frontal and temporal as well as right

occipital regions. Local reductions in SA were observed in the right superior

temporal gyrus and the right occipital-temporal region. Conclusion: Results

suggest that in ARND, prenatal alcohol exposure perturbs global SA to a greater

degree than CT, particularly in the right temporal lobe.

Introduction

The teratogenic effects of alcohol on the brain are well-

documented in the condition known as fetal alcohol spec-

trum disorder (FASD), which is the umbrella term to

describe the variety of conditions arising from prenatal

alcohol exposure. The most well-known condition is fetal

alcohol syndrome (FAS), which is characterized by the

symptom triad that includes a dysmorphic face, growth

retardation, and diverse cognitive and behavioral impair-

ments (Stratton et al. 1996). Two relatively less common

disorders are partial FAS (pFAS) with some but not all of

the FAS features and alcohol-related birth defects with

only physical abnormalities. However, the most prevalent

form of FASD is alcohol-related neurodevelopmental dis-

order (ARND; Stoler and Holmes 1999; Riley and McGee

2005), which involves only cognitive and behavioral fea-

tures (Stratton et al. 1996; Chudley et al. 2005) and lacks

any of the physical stigmata. Nevertheless, ARND still

involves a high risk of poor outcome and significant chal-

lenges for families and educators and it poses a major

public health burden (Chudley et al. 2007) and high cost

to society (Lupton et al. 2004; Stade et al. 2006).

Because alcohol has neurotoxic effects on the brain

throughout gestation, children with FASD show diverse

brain abnormalities regardless of etiology. A large body of
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literature has substantiated global brain volume reduc-

tions (Archibald et al. 2001; Astley et al. 2009; Norman

et al. 2009) with specific reductions in parietal, temporal,

and frontal lobes (Sowell et al. 2002; Spadoni et al. 2007;

Bjorkquist et al. 2010; for a review see Lebel et al. 2011),

and in the caudate (Cortese et al. 2006), hippocampus

(Riikonen et al. 1999, 2005; Autti-Ramo et al. 2002;

Willoughby et al. 2008; Coles et al. 2011), and cerebellum

(Sowell et al. 1996). Likewise, children with FASD show

cortical and subcortical grey matter reductions (Astley

et al. 2009; Nardelli et al. 2011), white matter abnormali-

ties (Lebel et al. 2008; Wozniak et al. 2009), and struc-

tural abnormalities of the corpus callosum (Riley et al.

1995; Autti-Ramo et al. 2002). In most studies to date,

samples have either comprised mixed FASD subgroups

(Lebel et al. 2008; Wozniak et al. 2009) or directly com-

pared individual subgroups (Astley et al. 2009). Few if

any studies have examined the ARND subtype exclusively,

despite its prevalence and recognition as a distinct neuro-

developmental disorder (NIAAA 2011). As children with

ARND lack specific physical markers, diagnosis of this

disorder is often difficult, especially given frequent com-

orbidities with other neurodevelopmental disorders and

influences of other adverse events including poverty,

neglect, and poor nutrition. Thus, brain biomarkers of

prenatal alcohol exposure may facilitate diagnosis. One

such biomarker is cortical morphology, which is shown

to be abnormal in distinct brain regions in various other

neurodevelopmental disorders (e.g., Almedia et al. 2010;

Raznahan et al. 2010; Duerden et al. 2012), as well as

FASD (e.g., Sowell et al. 2008).

Four studies have to date evaluated one aspect of cortical

morphology, namely cortical thickness (CT), in individuals

with FASD. However, these studies have produced incon-

sistent findings. Sowell et al. (2008), Fern�andez-Ja�en et al.

(2011), and Yang et al. (2012) reported increased CT in

large regions of the temporal, parietal, and frontal lobes,

whereas Zhou et al. (2011) described cortical thinning in

similar regions. The explanations to account for these dis-

crepancies may reflect the different patient- and control-

recruitment methods, diagnostic approaches, participant

characteristics, and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)

processing techniques among the studies. One factor that

may also differentiate the divergent results is sample com-

position since the studies showing cortical thickening were

comprised exclusively (Fern�andez-Ja�en et al. 2011) or

mostly of FAS cases (Sowell et al. 2008; Yang et al. 2012)

and the study indicating cortical thinning had mostly non-

FAS alcohol-exposed cases (Zhou et al. 2011). Another fac-

tor is the age ranges of the samples: Fern�andez-Ja�en et al.

(2011) and Yang et al. (2012) investigated 7–16 year olds,

whereas Zhou et al. (2011) involved a much broader age

range (6–30 years). This is relevant given the major changes

in both cortical thickening and thinning that occur across

this age range (Shaw et al. 2008).

From basic science, it is known that cortical surface area

(SA) and CT represent two critical aspects of cortical mor-

phology that differ in terms of their genetic origins (Panizz-

oni et al. 2009), cellular processes (Rackic 1995), and

tempos of postnatal developmental change (Raznahan et al.

2011). It is thought that SA is mainly established in early

embryogenesis when progenitor cells divide symmetrically

at the ventricular zone (Chenn and Walsh 2002) to produce

the founders of the ontogenetic radial columns that define

the magnitude of cortical area (Mountcastle 1997). CT

development is believed to occur later and arise from the

asymmetric division of progenitor cells that migrate along

radial glial cells to build the columns (Rackic 1995) at the

cortical plate (Rackic 1978; Gadisseaux et al. 1990). Thus,

if alcohol exposure occurs early in gestation, SA may be

affected to a greater degree than CT. CT and SA can also be

modified through postnatal influences that affect dendritic

arborization and pruning processes (Huttenlocher 1990),

intra-cortical myelination (Sowell et al. 2004; Geidd et al.

2008), and neuronal apoptosis of founder cells (Ikonomi-

dou et al. 2000). Because SA and CT are both determinants

of cortical volume, which is reduced in children with FASD,

further investigation of all parameters (viz., SA, CT, cortical

volume) may help elucidate how prenatal alcohol exposure

affects cortical development.

This study on the ARND subtype exclusively was

designed to evaluate which aspects of cortical morphome-

try indices are affected in these patients. We hypothesized

that patients would show significantly reduced SA and CT

given their smaller cortical volumes and similarity to the

patients studied by Zhou et al. (2011). In light of findings

showing that children with FASD have deficits in execu-

tive functioning, sensorimotor skills, and verbal and visual

processing (Mattson et al. 1996; Rasmussen et al. 2006;

Kodituwakku 2007), we also hypothesized their CT and

SA abnormalities would be most evident in brain regions

subserving these functions, namely frontal, temporal, and

parietal lobes.

Material and Methods

Participants

Participants included 88 children ranging in age from 8.1

to 15.6 years. Thirty-six (17 males) had ARND and fifty-

two (30 males) were typically developing controls, all of

whom received MRI scans in a single scanner as part of

several ongoing studies. Initial screening included lack of

preterm birth, head injury, debilitating or chronic medical

condition, and MRI contraindications such as braces and

metal implants. Parents or caregivers provided written
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informed consent and participants orally assented to par-

ticipate. Procedures for this study protocol were approved

by the Research Ethics Board of the Hospital for Sick

Children.

The ARND group (mean age = 11.4 years,

range = 8.1–15.1 years) consisted of patients diagnosed

previously at The Hospital for Sick Children Motherisk

Follow-up Clinic, which serves as a regional diagnostic

facility for FAS and ARND. Most children attending this

clinic were accompanied by foster parents, adoptive par-

ents, and/or caseworkers from the Children’s Aid Society

(CAS), while a minority came with a biological parent or

relative. Clinic staff included: (i) a board certified pedia-

trician trained in FAS diagnosis who also performed neu-

rological and physical assessments and assessed for facial

dysmorphology and (ii) a registered psychologist, psy-

chometrist, and speech therapist who performed different

aspects of the comprehensive neuropsychological assess-

ment children were given. Diagnoses were made using the

Canadian guideline system (Chudley et al. 2005), which

first and foremost requires documented evidence of sub-

stantial prenatal alcohol exposure ascertained from

(a) foster, adoption, or CAS records indicating child was

legally removed from mother due to her alcohol abuse

during pregnancy or later neglect for alcoholism-related

reasons, (b) reports from relatives assuming kinship care

stating that they observed heavy maternal drinking during

pregnancy, or (c) maternal self-report of heavy drinking

during pregnancy. In the handful of adopted children

without CAS substantiation, maternal drinking was

assessed through extensive interview of the adoptive par-

ents, who all were informed of heavy maternal drinking

during pregnancy. To receive a diagnosis of ARND, a

child had to show significant deficits in three distinct

functional domains (e.g., attention, executive function,

learning and memory, verbal processing) and not have

either growth deficiency or facial dysmorphology (phil-

trum and palpebral fissure size both <10 percentile).

The control group consisted of typically developing

children, who were former participants in previous stud-

ies and in the same age range as the ARND group (mean

age = 11.0 years, age range = 8.2–15.6 years). Controls

were originally recruited through community and hospital

postings or were biological children of a participating

adoptive or foster parent. None had a documented his-

tory of prenatal exposure to alcohol or other teratogenic

substances, a learning disability, or other neurological or

psychiatric condition.

Demographics

Parents or caregivers completed a child history form that

included comprehensive information of the child’s

prenatal, birth, developmental, and familial history. Socio-

economic status (SES) was computed using the Hollings-

head Four-Factor Index (Hollingshead 1975) based on the

education and occupation of biological or foster parents.

All participants were assessed for intelligence with the

Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence (WASI; Wechs-

ler 1999), which provides a full-scale IQ score.

Image acquisition and processing

High-resolution T1-weighted MRI scans were obtained in

the axial plane (repetition time = 10.06 msec, echo time =
4.2 msec, inversion time = 400 msec, flip angle = 20°,
field of view = 180 mm, acquisition matrix = 256 9 192,

slice thickness = 1.5 mm) using a 1.5 Tesla GE signal

excite scanner (General Electric Medical Systems, Milwau-

kee, WI).

All scans were processed using the automated CIVET

pipeline (version 1.1.10; Montreal Neurological Institute at

McGill University, Montreal, Quebec, Canada). First, they

were registered to the symmetric ICBM 152 template (Col-

lins et al. 1994) and then corrected for radiofrequency

inhomogeneity (Sled et al. 1998). Next, skulls were stripped

from the brain tissue (Smith 2002), which was then classi-

fied into grey matter, white matter, and cerebrospinal fluid

(CSF) components (Zijdenbos et al. 2002; Tohka et al.

2004). Deformable models were used to construct the inner

white matter surface and grey matter–CSF interface or pial

surface in both hemispheres (Kim et al. 2005). These

yielded four surfaces of 40,962 vertex points per surface.

CT was measured from each vertex point on the white mat-

ter surface to the corresponding pial-surface point (Lerch

and Evans 2005). CT data were blurred with a 20-mm sur-

face-based diffusion-blurring kernel (Chung and Taylor

2004) and nonlinearly aligned using surface-based registra-

tion (Lyttelton et al. 2007). SA was computed at each ver-

tex point of the pial surface by estimating the two

dimensional area of a triangle formed by three vertices on

the surface mesh and attributing a third of this area to each

of the three vertices (Lyttelton et al. 2009).

In addition to the vertex-wise analysis, each cortical hemi-

sphere was segmented into sub-regions using the ANIMAL

algorithm (Collins et al. 1995). From these data, measures

of total cortical grey matter volume, total SA, and average

CT were derived for each of the four hemispheric lobes

(frontal, parietal, temporal, occipital), thus eight in total.

Statistical analyses

The RMINC package (version 1.0) was used to analyze the

vertex-wise data. Lobe-wise and hemispheric analyses were

conducted using IBM SPSS Statistics 20.0 for Macintosh

(Armonk, NY). Effect sizes were computed using Cohen’s d,
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which indicates a small effect if between 0.2 and 0.3, a med-

ium effect if around 0.5, and a large effect if between 0.8

and infinity.

Group differences in CT and SA were investigated at

each vertex point using a general linear model controlling

for age, gender, and handedness. Results were corrected

for multiple comparisons using a False Discovery Rate set

at 5%, whereby q < 0.05 was significant (Genovese et al.

2002). Group differences in lobe-wise measures of cortical

grey matter volume, SA, and average CT were assessed

using a general linear model controlling for age, gender,

and handedness. In order to eliminate variance associated

with the global effects of prenatal alcohol exposure, corti-

cal volume comparisons were corrected for total brain

volume and SA analyses were covaried for total SA. To

account for multiple comparisons from the eight lobar

regions, lobe-wise results were corrected using the Bon-

feronni adjusted a level of 0.006 per test (0.05/8).

Results

Demographic and behavioral data

Table 1 shows demographic data for ARND and control

groups. Groups did not differ in age, handedness, or

gender. However, ARND had significantly lower IQ

(P < 0.001) and SES (P = 0.002) than controls. A greater

number of participants in the ARND group were in foster

or adoptive care than controls. The ARND group was also

more likely to have been exposed secondarily to cigarettes

and other drugs and to have received a diagnosis of atten-

tion deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) than children

in the control group.

In the ARND group, head circumference was below the

10th percentile in 4% of cases (mean percentile = 39.3,

SD = 25.0, range = 5–90), none had a philtrum below the

10th percentile in length (mean percentile = 36.9,

SD = 20.6, range = 10–75), and palpebral fissure length

was below the 10th percentile in 8% of cases (mean percen-

tile = 41.9, SD = 19.3). None of the cases with a small head

circumference also had a small philtrum or palpebral fis-

sure, while the few cases with short philtrums had very large

head circumferences and normal palpebral fissure lengths.

Brain volumes

The ARND group showed significant reductions in total

brain volumes (F = 10.74, P = 0.002, Cohen’s d = 0.80)

and grey matter volumes (F = 8.05, P = 0.006, Cohen’s

d = 0.77). Results uncorrected for total brain volume

showed the ARND group had significantly smaller abso-

lute volumes of left and right frontal (P = 0.006,

P = 0.004), left parietal (P = 0.003), and right temporal

grey matter (P = 0.004) than controls (see Fig. 1B). How-

ever, when we corrected for total cortical volume, none of

the lobar cortical volume differences remained significant.

Cortical thickness

Vertex-wise and lobe-wise analyses on uncorrected data as

well as data corrected for multiple comparisons at 5%

False Discovery Rate showed no significant group differ-

ences in CT within left or right hemispheres. Figure 1A

presenting the overall mean CT values by group illustrates

this effect.

Surface area

Results uncorrected for total SA indicated that relative to

controls, the ARND group had significant reductions in

left and right frontal (P = 0.005 and 0.002), left and right

temporal (P = 0.006 and 0.001), and right occipital

(P = 0.004) lobes (see Fig. 1C). The ARND group also

showed a reduction in total SA (F = 8.31, P = 0.005

Cohen’s d = 0.73). However, when we controlled for this

global effect, only the right temporal lobe SA approached

significant, (F = 3.86, P = 0.05, Cohen’s d = 0.78). Fur-

ther vertex-wise analyses revealed these SA abnormalities

Table 1. Demographic information for ARND and control groups.

ARND Controls P-value

Sample size 36 52

Mean age (years) 11.4 (1.9) 11.0 (1.5) ns

Gender (% M/F) 47.2/52.8 57.7/42.3 ns

Socioeconomic status 1

(highest)–5(lowest)

1.73 (0.87) 2.47 (1.13) P = 0.002

Mean full-scale IQ (SD) 89.6 (12.45) 114.9 (12.2) P < 0.001

IQ range 60–116 75–143

Handedness (% cases)

Right 83.3 82.7

Left 11.1 9.6

Both 2.8 0

Unspecified 2.8 7.7

Participants in

Biological care 7 52

Foster care 2 0

Adoptive care 27 0

Participants with

Secondary prenatal

exposure to cigarettes

17 1

Secondary prenatal

exposure to marijuana

5 0

Secondary prenatal

exposure to cocaine

6 0

Secondary prenatal

exposure to

unspecified drugs

11 0

Diagnosis of ADHD 22 1
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were confined to the right superior temporal gyrus and a

region between the right temporal and occipital cortices,

t(86) = �2.81, q < 0.05 (see Fig. 1D).

Age trajectories

No significant age by group interactions were found on

measures of CT and SA at both the hemispheric and

lobar levels. The main effects of age on total brain volume

(F = 2.27, P = 0.09), total SA (F = 2.56, P = 0.32), and

mean CT (F = 1.45, P = 0.59) were not significant.

Discussion

This study aimed to determine whether children with

ARND differed from typically developing controls in cor-

tical morphometry measures. We observed global brain

volume reductions in frontal, parietal, temporal cortical

regions in the ARND group; however, these reductions

did not reflect CT abnormalities as groups did not differ

on this index. Instead, the ARND group showed signifi-

cant cortical SA reductions in bilateral frontal and tempo-

ral and right occipital regions and after we controlled for

global effects, local reductions in SA of the right temporal

lobe approached significance. Vertex-wise analyses also

revealed these SA reductions were confined to the right

superior temporal gyrus and the right occipital-temporal

area.

Our findings concur with past research showing that

fetal-alcohol-affected individuals have global grey matter

volume reductions in frontal, temporal, and parietal

lobes. In addition, as observed in previous studies

(Mattson et al. 1994; Archibald et al. 2001; Bjorkquist

et al. 2010), the effects did not remain significant when

we corrected for total brain volume. The current findings

also parallel past research that showed reduced surface

extent in FASD, particularly in the orbitofrontal regions

(Sowell et al. 2002).

Surprisingly, our CT results failed to differentiate indi-

viduals with ARND from controls, thus providing no

support for previous studies showing either cortical thin-

ning (Zhou et al. 2011) or cortical thickening (Sowell

et al. 2008; Fern�andez-Ja�en et al. 2011; Yang et al. 2012)

in areas of the frontal, temporal, and parietal cortices.

This lack of difference may reflect methodological differ-

ences in the various image processing pipelines used and

the methods for correcting for multiple comparisons, as

well as the different sample compositions across studies

that varied in diagnoses, age ranges, and levels and timing

of prenatal alcohol exposure. Indeed, previous studies

have shown cortical thickening when samples had a

greater preponderance of cases at the FAS-end of the

spectrum (Sowell et al. 2008) and cortical thinning when

a greater proportion of non-FAS alcohol-exposed cases

were included (Zhou et al. 2011). While this study sought

to eliminate this variability by focusing strictly on the

most prevalent ARND subgroup, our participants may

also have varied among themselves as to the severity of

their neurobehavioral symptoms. Thus, it is possible that

our lack of effect reflected some severely affected partici-

pants showing cortical thickening and others showing

thinning of the cortex. It should be noted, however, that

our cases were likely more severely affected than those in

the Zhou et al. (2011) as some of the participants

described in that study would not have achieved diagnosis

in our clinic (Nash et al. 2013).

Several of the previous studies involved a broad age

range that extended into adulthood (e.g., Sowell et al.

2008; Zhou et al. 2011). Our sample consisted primarily

of young participants, the majority of whom were

between 10 and 12 years of age at time of scanning. As

such, our results are representative of the ARND clinical

group at a circumscribed developmental stage, which

reflects the pre- to early adolescent period primarily. This

is critical for interpreting present findings because CT has

been shown to vary in a curvilinear manner with age

reflecting a preadolescent increase followed by a post-

adolescent decrease (Shaw et al. 2008). Our, our lack of

effect may have reflected the fact that our sample

included both participants whose cortices were in

the process of thickening as well as those who were in the

preliminary later stages of thinning. In contrast, the Zhou

et al. (2011) findings of thinning may have reflected a

disproportionate number of older participants showing

thinning of the cortex.

Our observation of SA but not CT abnormalities in

children with ARND is, to our knowledge, novel. In view

of basic research findings showing a dissociation between

these measures in terms of timing (Rackic 1995) with SA

emanating earlier from symmetrical division of progenitor

cells in the periventricular zone (Chenn and Walsh 2002)

and CT from asymmetrical division later, our participants

may have been exposed to alcohol early in gestation.

Although facial dysmorphology (which our sample

lacked) is usually associated with very early exposure

(Anthony et al. 2010), it is possible that the participants

in this study were not exposed during the precise period

for the relevant features to form fully (Suttie et al. 2013).

The results of this study also showed local effects with

abnormalities in a region between the right temporal and

right occipital cortices. Previous studies have also indi-

cated that individuals exposed prenatally to alcohol have

structural grey matter volume reductions in the occipital-

temporal area (Sowell et al. 2002; Li et al. 2008), which is

implicated in visual processing, specifically for the recog-

nition of object features (Beauchamp 2005) and is
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strongly governed by attention processes (Kanwisher and

Wojciulik 2000). Accordingly, Li et al. (2008) found that

when individuals with prenatal alcohol exposure per-

formed a sustained visual attention tasks involving shape

recognition, they exhibited functional abnormalities in

this area.
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The other brain region differentiating groups was the

right superior temporal gyrus, which is important for

social cognition (Baron-Cohen et al. 1999) and is abnor-

mal in individuals with autism (Jou et al. 2010). Autopsy

findings by Casanova et al. (2002) demonstrating that

the cell columns defining SA in the posterior superior

temporal gyrus were significantly smaller in cases with

autism has potential relevance for the social cognition

deficits in ARND (Greenbaum et al. 2009) as groups show

similar socially inappropriate behaviors (Bishop et al. 2007;

Stevens et al. 2012). Other functions of the right superior

temporal gyrus include auditory discrimination (Bueti

et al. 2008), given close proximity to the auditory cortex,

and spatial orienting to gaze cues (Akiyama et al. 2006),

which are also problematic in individuals with FASD.

Although current results provide novel insights on the

cortical abnormalities of patients diagnosed with ARND,

several limitations warrant further discussion. First, as

our sample was ascertained retrospectively through a

clinic, we could not obtain precise measurement of the

actual dose or timing of the exposure. Nonetheless, degree

of alcohol exposure was well-described in cases ascer-

tained through the CAS and testaments of mothers or rel-

atives usually indicated a large volume of alcohol had

been consumed. For example, grandparents and other

relatives (e.g., aunts, sisters-in-law), who represent a sub-

stantial kinship group that serve as caregivers to a related

child, have described very heavy drinking throughout ges-

tation including at the end of pregnancy. Also, many of

the foster or adopted children were taken at birth from

their mothers due to her heavy drinking throughout preg-

nancy. Second, as is typical in FASD clinic-based studies,

it was not possible to control for confounding environ-

mental factors such as poor pregnancy care, early life

adversity, poverty, prenatal exposure to cigarettes and

other drugs, stress, multiple home placements, and

neglect abuse, all of which profoundly influence the devel-

oping cortex (Abel and Hannigan 1995; Sowell et al.

2008; Toro et al. 2008). Third, regarding our ARND sam-

ple, we found they differed significantly from controls in

IQ and were much more likely to have comorbidities

such as ADHD that are associated with cortical abnormal-

ities (Fern�andez-Ja�en et al. 2011). However, follow-up

analyses showed the results did not differ when children

with an IQ below 70 were excluded and when we com-

pared those with ARND and ADHD from those without

the ADHD diagnosis. Comparable analysis of other

affiliated comorbidities (e.g., autism, conduct disorder)

was not conducted. Furthermore, since the diagnostic cri-

teria of the Canadian system (Chudley et al. 2005) are

broadly defined, it is possible the ARND group in this

study represented a quite heterogeneous group of chil-

dren, thus contributing to the lack of effect in CT. Lastly,

increased movement in the ARND group versus controls

may have also introduced some biases.

Conclusion

Global cortical volume reductions seen in children and

young adolescents with ARND were shown to reflect glo-

bal SA reductions, particularly in the right temporal lobe

and especially the occipital-temporal area and superior

temporal gyrus, but not cortical thinning or thickening.

Further research is needed to elucidate the specific nature

and sustainability of the observed SA abnormalities in

samples of different ages and other forms of FASD to

ascertain whether these foci are pathognomic. Research is

also needed to determine the implications of current

findings for cognitive functioning in children with

ARND.
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